The Clown Forest
By Cortez Bivens and Jonas Henry
Characters:
Clown 1
Clown 2
Azel
Michael
Jaden
Girl
Anonymous
Scene 1
(At rise: All three boys sneak out to meet up at one place)
AXEL: It was easy to escape my house I didn't have to try.
JADEN: Me and Michael planned our escape unlike you. You could have
got caught.
AXEL: Be quiet, let's get to the point. Where are we going?
JADEN: To the forest of course. You were the one that had the idea. (ALL
walk on path to the forest for 30 minutes)
AXEL: When will we be there? It has been an hour I'm tired.
JADEN: We're here you little baby you can't walk for 1 hour and you
were the one that planned this.
MICHAEL: (Writes: Stop it you two)
AXEL: Shut up Michael no one cares.
JADEN: Don't tell Michael to shut up.
AXEL: I will do whatever I want to do because you're not my dad.
JADEN: I know I'm not your dad I'm older and I've had to rescue you
countless times from bullies.

MICHAEL: (Writes: Let's go I want to get this done.)
AXEL: Shut up go jump in a hole.
JADEN: Stop being mean to Michael.
AXEL: Okay fine but when will we be there it has been an hour and can
we eat.
JADEN: Okay sure. Look guys there's a girl.
AXEL: Wait guys she's going where we are going.
JADEN: For once you are smart. (AXEL starts crying)
JADEN: I'm sorry I didn't mean it Axel.
(AXEL turns around to slap JADEN. JADEN gets up and punches AXEL.
JADEN and AXEL get into a fight. MICHAEL pushes both of them back to
make them stop fighting.)
MICHAEL: (Writes: Stop it.)
JADEN: Let's just go.
(MICHAEL, JADEN, and AXEL walk into the forest)
AXEL: Let's talk to the girl to see where she is going.
JADEN: What time is it Axel check the time. (AXEL checks the time)
AXEL: It is 12:00.
JADEN: Let's go.
AXEL: Okay. (JADEN, AXEL, and MICHAEL follow the GIRL) Hey are you
lost why are you here?
(GIRL gets up and runs away acting scared)
AXEL: Wait up (ALL run after her into middle of the forest)
GIRL: Will you hurt me?
AXEL: No we won't hurt you.
JADEN: Can you trust us please?
GIRL: O-o-okay. Where are we?
JADEN: I think we're in the middle of the forest.

GIRL: (Sees CLOWNS watching them) There's clowns runnnnn!
(1 minute later)
GIRL: I think we lost them. I have to go somewhere.
AXEL: Okay.
(GIRL leaves.)
JADEN: I'm going to follow her.
AXEL: Okay.
MICHAEL: (Writes: Okay)
(JADEN sees GIRL shaking hands with CLOWNS)
JADEN: She is working with the clowns.
1. All of their faces change
2. Girl hears them knowing about the team
3. Girl runs and sets up trap and runs back and tells them we need to
go this way
4. They run over Michael gets set up in the trap and disappears and
yells hit or miss!
JADEN/ AXEL: Noooo!
JADEN: We will get revenge.
(GIRL runs away laughing like a psychopath)
AXEL: Why she do dat.
JADEN: That is what after our friend dies.
AXEL: He was not my friend.
JADEN: Then why did you invite him?
AXEL: Because he was the bait.
JADEN: You remember Michael's first words?
AXEL: Ya it was "Hit or miss"
JADEN: good memories.
AXEL: Okay let's go sonic speed.

JADEN: okay.
AXEL: When we be there.
JADEN: I don't know so shut up and let's go.
AXEL: Let's set up traps and sit right here and eat and wait.
JADEN: Okay.
AXEL: Dang I miss Michael
JADEN: Never thought you would say that.
AXEL: Okay okay I know.
CLOWNS: Hey buddy.
AXEL/ JADEN: Book it!
(CLOWNS laughing. GIRL runs in front of BOYS)
GIRL: You fell for our trap.
AXEL/ JADEN: You fell for our trap!
GIRL: Oh no we didn't. (Falls down hole) Noooooooooo!
(BOYS run. CLOWNs run and drop flare gun)
JADEN: They dropped a flare gun.
AXEL: I distract them and you go get it.
JADEN: Okay. (JADEN runs to get the flare gun) I got the goods.
AXEL: Okay.
(JADEN makes CLOWNS fall in trap)
AXEL: Good now we can shoot the flare gun. (Shoots flare gun in air)
JADEN: Look there is someone coming to help us.
AXEL: Okay
ANONYMOUS: Hey I was just camping do you guys need help?
AXEL/ JADEN: Yes we need help.
ANONYMOUS: Okay come with me.
(AXEL and JADEN walk with ANONYMOUS into his cabin. ANONYMOUS
pull sout clown nose and runs into the house. Black out.)

AXEL/ JADEN: Noooooo!
END

